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We present the theoretical analysis of a possibility of the magnetic anisotropy control using various components
of the strain tensor in III�V magnetic semiconductor. We used the Kane model of the valence bands for the
numerical simulations of the in�uence of strain on the Mn doped GaAs valence band structure. Calculating
numerically the energy structure of deformed GaMnAs magnetic semiconductor, we also found the total energy of
electron system as a function of orientation of the average magnetization vector. Our calculations show how the
direction of the magnetization easy axis can be e�ectively rotated by using di�erent types of deformation.
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1. Introduction

Realization of the new ideas in spintronics requires,
among others, a possibility of e�ective control of the
magnetization via nonmagnetic parameters [1] like, for
example, the electric current or an external electric �eld.
Actually, in the recent literature one can �nd di�erent
methods, which have been proposed to rotate the mag-
netization vector in ferromagnets and magnetic semicon-
ductors without using magnetic �eld [2�4]. In particular,
it was recently discovered that the strong coupling be-
tween magnetic and elastic parameters [3, 5] allows for
the strain to be a very good tool to change the magneti-
zation direction in (Ga,Mn)As magnetic semiconductor.
The GaAs semiconductor does not exhibit magnetic

properties but while doped with the Mn atoms, it gains
these properties along with growing of the Mn doping.
The Mn dopant atom is an acceptor for GaAs semi-
conductor introducing a hole in the valence band. Be-
sides, the Mn2+ ion in crystal lattice has a localized
magnetic moment 5µB. The appearance of bulk mag-
netization is mostly due to the hole-mediated exchange
interaction between the magnetic moments of Mn ions.
Correspondingly, the electronic structure of the valence
band in GaMnAs magnetic semiconductor is the key ele-
ment of magnetic coupling, which mostly determines all
the parameters related to the magnetic ordering of Mn
ions, including the critical temperature of magnetic phase
transition, the magnitude of average magnetization, and
the parameters of magnetic anisotropy.
It turns out that the increase of average magnetization
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can be reached only up to some level of doping, above
which the growing number of Mn ions in the interstitial
positions lessen the e�ect of Mn doping [6, 7]. Many dif-
ferent factors such as the doping level, concentration of
defects, contact of GaMnAs layer to the substrate with
a di�erent lattice parameter as well as an external stress
can be the origin of possible deformations. Such deforma-
tions described by including the strain tensor components
in the Hamiltonian of holes in the GaMnAs, can strongly
modify its band structure. Correspondingly, it can also
a�ect the coupling between magnetic moments and the
magnetic anisotropy parameters of the system [8]. In the
next sections we show how the magnetic anisotropy can
be controlled by the strain when we change the other
parameters of the material such as the hole density.

2. Model

In our calculations we use the six-level Kane model [9]
with e�ective Hamiltonian containing the standard k · p
Luttinger�Kohn part [10] for the valence band with spin�
orbit interaction [11], the Bir�Pikus part [12] describing
the in�uence of a strain on the band structure, and a
magnetic part for the contribution of p�d exchange inter-
action between the holes and the magnetic moment [13]:

Ĥ =
∑
k

ψ†k

(
Ĥ0 + Ĥε + Ĥm

)
ψk, (1)

where Ĥ0, Ĥεand Ĥm are for k · p Hamiltonian of holes
in GaAs, strain and magnetic parts, respectively.
In this model four Γ8 and and two Γ7 bands are taken

explicitly into account, whereas the e�ects of other en-
ergy bands are included by using the second-order pertur-

bation theory. The Ĥε term in Eq. (1) includes the com-

ponents of strain tensor uij , while the Ĥm is a function
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of both, the direction of magnetization M and the p�d
exchange parameters, which after Dietl [13] are denoted
by BG. By changing these parameters one can study the
dependence of the band structure on the strain as well as
on the magnetic parameters.

3. Hole concentration

The hole concentration calculated at a given location of
the chemical potential µ is depending on all the magnetic

and strain parameters, which are included in Ĥε and Ĥm

parts of the Hamiltonian, respectively. It accounts for
in�uence of the strain components, magnetization direc-
tion and Mn dopant concentration determining the av-
erage magnetization value. The corresponding relation
between the total hole concentration p and chemical po-
tential µ at zero temperature is

p(µ) =
∑
n

∫
BZ

d3k

(2π)3
θ [En(k)− µ], (2)

where En(k) is the electron energy dispersion in the n-
th valence energy band determined by the Hamiltonian
(1), θ(x) is the Heaviside step function, and BZ denotes
the integration over total �rst Brillouin zone. Here the
Heaviside function is limiting integration by the states
near the edge of the valence band, where the k · p ap-
proximation is still valid.
We calculated the energy dispersion En(k) in Eq. (2)

numerically by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian (1) and
then summing up the contributions of all six energy
bands. Note that in general case of M 6= 0 and uij 6= 0
there is no degeneration of the energy bands in any points
of the inverse space, so that the possible band crossing
is always accompanied by corresponding splitting of the
energy terms near the point of possible crossing [14].

4. Total energy

The total energy of the electronic system correspond-
ing to the states �lled with electrons, can be calculated
as

E(µ) =
∑
n

∫
BZ

d3k

(2π)3
En(k) {1− θ [En(k)− µ]} . (3)

Now we can introduce the variation of the total energy of
electronic system related to nonzero magnetization and
strain

∆E = E(µ)− E0(µ0), (4)

where E0 is the energy of electronic system without strain
and magnetization while µ and µ0 are the chemical po-
tentials of both systems corresponding to the same value
of hole concentration p.
Even though the integral (3) runs over the states where

the k · p approximation is not valid anymore, the corre-
sponding energy di�erence of Eq. (4) does not include
contribution of the electronic states with large value of
momentum k. This justi�es the use of k · p approxima-
tion for the calculation of energy structure in the strained
GaMnAs magnetic semiconductor.

Fig. 1. Variation of the total energy of electronic sys-
tem with the orientation of magnetization vector M in
zx plane for di�erent choice of the strain components
uij , �xed hole density p = 4 × 1019 cm−3, and certain
value of the magnetization parameter BG = 25 meV.
The magnetization angles θxz = 0◦ and θxz = 90◦ cor-
respond to M parallel to axes z and x, respectively.

5. Results

In order to study the in�uence of a strain on the total
energy variation (4) we choose the strain tensor uij with
only one component nonequal to zero and changed this
value in range of a few percents. In the numerical calcu-
lations, we vary the magnetization direction whereas the
magnetization strength is controlled by the BG parame-
ter.
Here we assume that the hole density is a constant

determined by the doping. Since Mn is an acceptor in
GaAs, and the concentration of Mn atoms is large, one
can assume that the hole density is mostly determined
by the Mn doping. By using Eq. (2) we calculated the
chemical potential µ for constant value of p, as a function
of magnetization orientation for di�erent choice of com-
ponents of the strain tensor. Then using these results
and Eqs. (3) and (4) we calculated the variation ∆E of
the total energy of electronic system.
The calculations were performed with the parameters

of GaAs doped with Mn. Figure 1 shows the results of
our calculations. The energy of the electronic system
without strain is weakly dependent on the magnetization
direction while in the presence of strain the amplitude of
total energy variation can be signi�cantly increased.
As shown in Fig. 1,the compression strain along a four-

fold axis decreases the energy if the magnetization vector
M is directed along this axis, and for the tensile strain
the system exhibits the energy minimum for the perpen-
dicular to this axis direction of M . Quite di�erent be-
havior can be observed when the shear strain is applied.
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In that case the compressive/tensile strain places the en-
ergy minimum/maximum in the direction corresponding
to the angle θxz = 45◦. The strain perpendicular to the
magnetization direction seems not to exhibit the angular
dependence of the energy of the system.
Our calculations show similar behavior of the system

in a wide range of the strain magnitude and the magne-
tization value.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we demonstrated the possibility of very
e�ective control of the magnetic anisotropy by applying
strain to GaMnAs magnetic semiconductor. The magne-
tization energy minimum along the fourfold axis can be
obtained with a compressive strain along this direction.
The shear strain uxz can create the energy minimum or
an energy barrier between the x̂ and ẑ directions.
In our calculations we assumed that the variation of

strain does not a�ect the coupling between Mn atoms.
Generally, the variation of the position of magnetic
moments can a�ect the magnetic coupling (see, e.g.,
Ref. [15]). Thus, in these calulations we take the pa-
rameter BG constant. The possible justi�cation of this
assumption is that the magnitude of average deformation
determined by the strain tensor components is about the
same for our choice of the deformation type.
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